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support. Individuals, of course, began to accept poverty with
complacence, deducing that Uncle Sam owed them a living,
and under prolonged idleness some of the unemployed came
at length to be the unemployable. Local authorities often in-
dulgently retained on federal rolls doubtful cases and ne'er-
do-wells who would have been quickly cashiered from
county or municipal relief.
When, within the limits of seasonal fluctuation, it grew
clear that New Deal policies were not reducing but appar-
ently augmenting the number on relief, the administration
decided to scrap the FERA, returning direct relief wholly to
local governments and devoting the federal outlay to able-
bodied clients and projects of more durable value. December,
1935, saw the demise of the FERA. The story of its succes-
sor, the Works Progress Administration, belongs, however,
to the New Deal's later phases rather than to legislation set
up by the Congress of the Hundred Days and its immediate
chain of consequences*
The defects of the FERA and its short-lived offshoot, the
CWA, appeared striking beside the record of another venture,
the Public Works Administration, organized on June 16,
1933, with an appropriation of $3,300,000,000. The PWA
was designed to stimulate heavy industry by fostering public
works that required huge quantities of material. President
Roosevelt placed it in the hands of cautious, hard-headed
Harold. L. Ickes, secretary of the interior and self-styled
"curmudgeon," whose aversion to using federal funds "to
hire grown men to chase tumble weeds on windy days*' col-
ored the whole doctrine of the PWA. Where, however, cir-
cumstances compelled Hopkins to build his program largely
upon relief labor, with all its nondescript ineptitudes, Ickes
faced no such requirement; PWA work was done under con-
tract with private concerns. The PWA insisted upon careful
inspection of projects before lending or giving funds (rang-
ing from a third to nearly half the total construction cost)
to states and municipalities* Others it undertook independ-

